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Introduction. The lattice of invariant subspaces of the shift operator

S:(x0,Xi,x2, •■■)->(0,x0,Xi, •••)

on /2(0, oo) has been characterized by Beurling [l]. In [3] Duren shows

that certain "tridiagonal" operators on /2(0, oo ) have lattices of invariant

subspaces isomorphic to that of S. In this paper we show that a large class

of lower-triangular matrices represent operators on F(0, oo) (1 <; p g œ)

which are actually similar to S. Beurling's function algebra representation

of the shift operator will not be used.

Our methods are motivated by the following considerations. Let P be a

bounded operator on lp(0, œ ). We ask for conditions on P which insure the

similarity of S + P and S, i.e., the existence of a nonsingular operator X

such that S = X(S + P)X \ Defining AX = SX - XS, this equation

becomes

(1) AX = XP.

It is easily seem that A is a derivation;

A(XY) = (AX)Y+XAY,

and hence that two nonsingular solutions X and y of (1) must differ by a

multiplicative nonsingular "constant", i.e.,  Y = CX with AC = 0.

Thus, up to this point, (1) is completely analogous to the differential

equation

(2) ~djX{t) = x^pw

in a Banach algebra. (2) is solved by considering the corresponding integral

equation

X(t) = I+   Çx(r)P(r)dr.

Under certain integrability conditions on P, this equation has a unique

solution which is expressible either as a Peano series
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X(f) -/+  f   P(r)dr+     f   f"'^^^^^«^ ...
Jo Jojo

or as the product integral (see [7])

Xit)= Jo[l+Pir)dr].

It is not unnatural then to attempt to solve the "differential equation"

(1) by first defining an "indefinite integral" r(P) of "integrable" oper-

ators P; Ar(p) = p

and then considering the "integral equation"

(3) X = I+TiXP).

This we will do. It turns out that there is a rather striking formal parallel

of our results with the classical theory of the differential equation (2). The

solution of (3) will be given by the Peano series

X=/+r(P) + r(r(P)P) + ...

and also be expressible as a "product integral,"

X= fil + P).

1. The matrix algebra _Qf and its ideal ht. Let A = (a„J be a doubly

infinite matrix of complex numbers. Then

A: (x0,xi,x2,•••)-»(yo»yiiy*•••),

(4) _
yn      / . anmxm,

m = 0

defines a bounded operator on Z'(0, <» ) if and only if

SUp X la~n I   = M <   oo,
m    n=0

and (4) defines a bounded operator on Z°°(0, oo) if and only if

sup£|anm| = N < oo.
n     m = 0

The operator norms are respectively 11A11 y = M and 11A11 „ = N.

Theorem 1.1 (M. Riesz). 7/||A||i < œ and ||A||„ < œ, íftere (4) defines

a hounded operator on l"(0, œ)  (láp^«), Moreover

||A||p^max(||A||i,||A||J.

We denote by S2t the class of matrices A with
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|A|| = max(||A| <   oo.

It is easily seen that ||AP|| ^||A|| ||P|| when A, ß£J3f and hence that

J3f is a Banach algebra (with unit) under ||-||. i^ will be the class of

matrices P such that

\p\ = £ Ip™I
n,m=0

<   oo.

Then ^ is a Banach space and, as a linear space, Jzf E 5&.

Lemma 1.2. $¿ is an idela in SV, i.e., if A, BE^ and PE^, then APB

E^ and \APB\ ú\\A\\ \P\ \\B\\. The matrices PE^ represent com-

pletely continuous operators on all F-spaces.

Proof. Since AP = [£r=o<W*J we have

\AP\U X    H\ankPkn\= Z (ZK*I )|p,m|^||A||i|P|.
n,m=0    k-0 m,k=0\n=0 I

Similarly, |PP| ^ |P| ||P|| ». The first part of the lemma follows. To see

that the matrices P represent completely continuous operators via (4) we

let P„ be the matrix obtained from P by replacing all but the first re columns

of P by zeros. The corresponding operator is of finite rank and

||P-PB||pá||P-P„|| ^|P-P„|^0

as re —> oo .

The matrices representing shift right,

o:  (Xq,xx, x2, ■ ■ ■)—> (0,x0,Xi, • • •),

and shift left,

o  :   (x0, Xx, x2,

are

S =

0 0     0

1 0     0

0      10 and    S*

(Xi,X2, •••)

0 10 0

0 0 10

0     0     0      1

The operation A—>AS shifts a matrix left one column and A -^S*A shifts

up one row. Hence A—>S*kASk shifts a matrix k units diagonally upwards.

Lemma 1.3. If PE^, then the series X*°-oS**PS* converges in stf;  its

sum is
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7(F) = [ tr(S*"PSm) ]

(where tr(P)=Z>P«) and \\y(P) \\ ï \P\.

Proof. We first show that 7(F) above belongs to J2/. We have

||7(F)||i = sup¿|tr(S*"PSm)|
m    rt=0

^ SUp^     T,\Pn+k,m+k\   è\P\
m    n-0    t=0

and  similarly ||-y(F»)|| „ S |P|.   Thus  ||7(F)|| ^ |F|.   From   the   remarks

above, the series has partial sums

7n(P)  = E S*kPSk = f ZPn+k.m+k]
*=o L *=o J

and hence y(P) - yN_x(P) = [tT(S*N+nPSN+m] = y(S*NPSN). Thus, re-

placing F by S*NPSN in the above inequality, we have

||7(F) - 7*-i(P)|| = ||7GS*"PS")|| Ú\S*NPSN\

and the latter tends toOasJV-»«».

Applying now Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.1 yields

MQ)P| =i||7(Q)|| \P\ ^\Q\ \P\

for P, QE^. Thus the operator

yp:Q^yiQ)P

maps Jzi boundedly into itself and for its iterates we ha ve | ynp(Q) | ^ | F |"| Q \ ■

The following lemma shows that this estimate can be considerably improved

if we assume that P is strictly lower-triangular, i.e., pnm = 0 unless n> m.

The subspace of £¿  consisting of such P will be denoted by Jz4

Lemma 1.4.  If P, QE i4 íAen ynP(Q) E £4 and

\ynpiQ)\ â^\Q\.
ni

Proof. That yP maps iz^i into itself follows from 1.3. A straightforward

inductive argument using Lemma 1.3 shows that the (n, m)-entry (n > m)

of7p(Q)is

2^i ¿^ ^B+W'*¿V+W^AJV+W-l.*JV-l+W-l * ' *   "*2+'l.*i+¿i Pk\,m •
m^Lk\ S • • • ^kfj<n Oí ¿i £ - • - ^i/V< °°

Hence
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|tp(Q)I

= t-i ¿*i  . l°n+"AT.*JV+wP*¿V+'AÍ-l.*AÍ-l
OimikyS-- iktfiiKœ    0S.iS---Sw<"

•"• P*2 + 'l.*l-H'lP*1,J

=    z z
0Smg*iS ■■■ S*AT<»    0S"iS ■ ■ • S¡S-l< ™

¿rf ¿^       | fln+.JV.*N+'N |       | P*N+W-l.*Ai-l+W-l" ' 'P*2+'i.*l + 'lP*i,m|

"=*JV   w-w-i J

^|Q| X Z |P*jv+w_i.*Af-l+W-l " ' •P*2+.i,*i+.1P*i,m|-
OgmSkyi ■■■ S*AT< »   OSl'lS ■ ■■ SW_1< ■»

Since P is strictly lower-triangular, the nonzero terms of the above sum

are products of the form

V   ) \PrNsN' ' ' Prçs2Plsil

with rN> sN7t • • ■ ̂  r2 > s2 ^ ri > Si. Such a product contains any given

entry p y of P at most once. Moreover, each product (*) occurs at most

once in the above sum, since the indices reí, ky,---,kN and ilt -...¿¿v-i are

determined recursively by rlt ■•■,rN and sly ■ ■ -,sN; m = Sy, kx = rx, kx + ¿i

= s2, k2-\-iy = r2, etc. But each (*) occurs exactly N\ times when the

product ^1^= (21n,m\Pnm\)N is expanded. Lemma 1.4 now follows.

Given matrices A0, Ax, ■ • -, AN, we writei2)

u Ak = AN...AyA0.
k-0

Lemma 1.5.  If QE ^ and Q is lower-triangular (¿.e., QE<S*i/0), then

for all N

N

^exp|Q| -1.I] U + S*kQSk) - I
k=0

Proof. Multiplying out the product gives

N N
U.U + S*kQSk) - / = Z S*kQSk +     Z     iS*k2QSk2) iS*k^QSkl)

*=0 *=0 0Sky<k2iN

+ ■■■ + iS*NQSN) ■■■iS*QS)Q.

Very much as in Lemma 1.4 it can be shown that any absolute column

[row] sum of the reth matrix sum above (1 z% re zi N) is dominated by a

sum of products of the form

( ) All products, finite or infinite, are to be expanded toward the left.
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where rn^sn> ■ ■ ■ > r2 ^ s2 > r,^ sx, each such occurring  at  most once.

Thus (exactly as in Lemma 1.4) we have

l\(I + S*kQSk) - / á|Q| + IQI1 \Q\N
+ L^Láexp|Q|-l.

2. The "indefinite integral" r(P). We denote by A the derivation AX

= SX - XS on jy and for Pgi^we define

r(P) = £S*k+1PSk,

k = 0

so that r(P) =S*y(P)EJy (see Lemma 1.3).

Proposition 2.1 r(P) satisfies the equation Ar(P) = P if and only if

tr(PS") = 0 for re = 0,1,2, •••. In particular, this condition is fulfilled if

PGÍ4

Proof. Since S*S = I and SS* = E where P = diag(0,1,1, • • •) we have

Sr(P) - T(P)S = P7(P) - S*y(P)S = y(P) - S*y(P)S -(I- E)y(P)

= P-(/-P)7(P).

But by Lemma 1.2 we have

tr(P)    tr(PS)    tr(PS2)

0 0 0

(/ - P)7(P) =

from which the condition follows. If P is strictly lower-triangular, then

tr(PS"), being the sum along the reth super diagonal, is trivially zero.

3. The "integral equation" X = I +T(XP). We want now to restrict

attention to the subalgebra J¥0 of the Banach algebra W consisting of

those matrices AE-SV which are (not necessarily strictly) lower-triangular.

Recall that 5£a is the class of strictly lower-triangular P G ^- The follow-

ing theorem is essentially a summary of some of the results in the earlier

sections.

Theorem 3.1. (a) Jz^i is an ideal in SäZ0, i.e., for A,BE-Q^o and PE^A

we have A PB E ^o and
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|APP| ^||A|| |P| ||P||.

(b) T maps Jsto^Sito and for PE-%,

l|r(P)||^|P|,

Ar(P) = P.

Theorem 3.2. // PEht0, then the equation

X= 1+ r(XP)

is uniquely solvable for X E -Q^>- The solution is given by the Peano series

X = / + r(P) + r(r(P)P) + r(r(r(P)P)P) + •••

which converges absolutely in J3f0- Moreover

AX = XP.

Proof. Assuming the existence of a solution X E -Q^o we have by successive

substitutions

X = I+t(P) + r(r(P)P) + ... + r(rP(P)) + r(rnP+1(XP)),

where TP: %^ht0 is  defined  by   TP(Q) = T(Q)P.  Since  T(Q) = S*y(Q)
= y(S*Q), it follows that TnP(Q) = S*nynP(Q). Hence by Lemma  1.3  and

Theorem 3.1 we have

||r(rMQ))|| ̂ |rWQ)| è~\Q\.
re!

Taking Q = XP above gives the uniqueness of the solution. The absolute

convergence of the Peano series follows taking Q = P in the same inequality.

That the series satisfies the "integral equation" is clear. That it then must

satisfy the "differential equation" AX = XP follows (from Theorem 3.1)

by applying A to both sides.

4. The "product integral" f(I + P). Crucial to this section is the notion

of infinite product in a Banach algebra (with unit). Given a sequence

A0, Ay, ••• E-St, the product ITi^A* will be said to be convergent pro-

vided that there exist an NQ such that Ak is nonsingular (A^E-SP) for

k^ N0 and Hf=N0A* converges to a nonsingular element of W as N —» oo .

If this is the case we write n*°=o-A* = iiniN~~T[k=oAk. It is easy to show

that if n^oA* is convergent, then so are all of the tail products II^-wA/,

and nr=oAt can be factored like a finite product;

Í\Ak=(UAk)  (l\Ak).
*=0 \* = N      /     \ k-0        /

Using this we show that
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lim ¡I Ak = I.
JV-» k=N

We can assume that all Ah are nonsingular. Then X = IXT=o-A* and XN

= nf=oA/¡ are nonsingular and XN—>X. By a standard theorem of Banach

algebras, it follows that Xñ1—>X~l and hence

7 = lim XXñ1 = lim fi Ak-
JV—» AT—» k=N

We need finally the

Convergence condition. The  product n*=oA*  converges  provided  that

(*) lim
M+N

IjAk-I 0 uniformly in N.

Proof. We choose N0 so large that ||II*r=¿v<A ~ 7H = 1/2 for a11 N = No-

It is then clear that A*"1 exists for A 2: N0 and lim^^TT^^A* is invertible

if it exists. We show that it does (and we are done).

in -+iy in »—     in -+i\ —■      in

n Ak- ruH n a*-/ n¿*
*=JV0 k=N0 L *=M+1 J *=AT0

so that (*) and the boundedness of n^Jv0 Ah imply that limAr-J.»ri*=A'o'A*

exists.

Proposition 4.1.   If PE i4   then n*°-o(7 4- S*k+lPSk)  converges   in

Proof. Since Q = S*P and S*MQSM are lower-triangular, the estimate of

Lemma 1.5 applies. Thus

M+N

IT (7 + S^QS") - I
k=M

*Mr\QM\^exp\S*MQS

Since |S*MQSM| —>0, the convergence condition is fulfilled.

Before passing to the proof of the main result of this section we show

that the operation ': J3f0—> -&o defined by A' = S*AS is multiplicative

on J2f0.

Lemma 4.2. (AB)' = A'B' for A, PG-&V

Proof. First observe that if C is strictly lower-triangular then PC = C

where E = SS*, and that if P is lower-triangular then PS is strictly lower-

triangular. Hence

A'P' = S*ASS*BS = S*AE(BS) = S*ABS = (AB)'.
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Theorem 4.3. If PE%, then X = I+ T(XP) is solved by

hi+p) = n (/+s*k+ipsk)
k-o

Proof. Let n„ «H*"-» V + S^+'PS*). Then IL, - na+1 = nn+x S*n+lPSn.

Adding these equations over 0 ^ re ̂  N, the left-hand side telescopes

yielding

no - nN+x = Z nn+iS*"+1PS".

But by Lemma 4.2 we have n„ = S^IÏoS" and hence (again by Lemma 4.2)

nn+1S*n+1PS" = S*"[S*n0SS*P}Sn = S*n+1(n0P)Sn.

Thus n0- nN+1 = Zn=oS*"+1(n0P)S" from which,  letting iV^oo, we

have

n0 - / = ¿ S*n+1(n0P)Sn = r(n0P).
71 = 0

This is the assertion of the theorem.

5. The similarity of S + P and S. We now have at our disposal the tools

needed for proving the

Main Theorem. If P = (p„J is a strictly lower-triangular matrix with

\P\ = Zn,m=o\Pnm\ < °° and pn+i,n^—l, then S-p-P and S represent

similar operators on lp(0, oo) (1 ^p ^ oo). Moreover, the "product integral"

t(I + P) represents an operator which implements the similarity S + P ~ S.

Proof. By the remarks of the introduction, S -f- P ~ S is equivalent to

the solvability of AX = XP by a nonsingular operator X. By hypothesis

P G -S4 so that the matrix equation AX = XP is solved by X = f(I+P)

E S^o- Thus it remains only to show that t(I + P) represents a non-

singular operator on Zp(0, œ ). By §4,

N0

f (/+p) = x„0n (/+s*k+ipsk)
*=0

where X#¿ G-Q^o- By the Riesz Theorem 1.1 these matrices all represent

bounded operators on /p(0, oo ). Thus it remains only to show that the finite

productivo (I + S*k+1PSk) represents a nonsingular operator on /p(0, oo ).

This is where the assumption pn+i,n ^ — 1 enters. Then the matrices

(I+S*k+1PSh) are lower-triangular with nonvanishing diagonal entries.

It follows that -1 is not an eigenvalue of S*k+1PSk. Since S*k+lPSkEX
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they represent completely continuous operators (see Lemma 1.2). Thus

by the Fredholm alternative -1 is a regular point of S*k+1PSk. Thus the

finite product above is nonsingular.

Conclusion. Our starting point was the formal analogy between AX = XP

and the classical differential equation (2). That this analogy proved here

to be fruitful in obtaining similarity results is no accident depending on

very special properties of the shift operator. This author has used it also

to obtain sharp results for the Volterra operator Jf = flf(y)dy (see [5]).

Earlier work of Friedrichs and Schwartz on perturbations of self-adjoint

operators follows similar lines.

For his encouragement and valuable suggestions I want to thank Pro-

fessor Gian-Carlo Rota.
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